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NIFTY (daily)

On a weekly basis, Nifty gained by 216 points
(+1.24%) to close at a new record high of
17585.15 level. The Index hit an intraday all time
high of 17793 on friday where it witnessed some
profit booking. On the higher side, the has
resistance around 17900-18000 zone due to
upper end of a rising channel. The Index is likely
to take a breather around the psychological level
of 18,000. On the downside, 17250 would act a
immediate support for this week. The Bulls are in
firm control over the markets. Price is rising
continuously within the rising channel pattern

Daily RSI oscillator at 85 in highly overbought
zone. This momentum level is at its highest in the
last 2 years which calls for caution at higher
levels. Profit booking is possible due to high
overbought conditions. The outlook is bullish as
long as the Index sustains above the lower
channel line support (17250) on daily closing
basis.
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BANK NIFTY (daily)

Bank Nifty gained a massive 1129 points (+3.08%)
to close at 37812 for the week. The Index played a
catch-up with broader markets to hit an all-time
high of 38113 level. PSU Bank index contributed
the most by gaining more than 5% .The Index a
small doji candle on the last trading session,
reflecting indecision among the market
participants at higher levels. Some profit booking
cannot be ruled out at current levels.

Daily RSI inched higher at 72, indicating steady rise
in upward momentum. The Index managed to hit
record levels and sustaining the same would open
more upside for banking stocks. Index outlook is
positive and maintain bullish bias as long as it
sustains above 36300 level.
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USD-INR (daily)

USDINR gained marginally by 0.08 point to end
higher at 73.64. The pair oscillated within last
week’s trading range. The Pair hit an intra week
high at 73.79 and a intra week low of 73.74.
Maintain last week’s view that on the upside,
74.05 would be immediate resistance. The pair is
in NO-Trading zone as the price is exactly in the
middle of the broader 75.50-72.30 range. The pair
is stuck within a 2 week range of 73.34-73.87 zone.
A decisive breakout on either side would give a
movement of 0.50 points in the direction of the
breakout.

As the momentum indicator is neutral at 49,
indicating lack of momentum on either side,
traders should wait for breakout before initiating
fresh positions. Maintain light positions as the
direction is not clear at this juncture.
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GOLD - MCX (weekly)

Gold continued its weakness to decline by -806
points to close at 46000 level. The metal faced
strong selling pressure around 47500 level. Metal
is steadily declining after hitting all-time high of
56191 level. Price tested its prior swing low of
45662 but managed to hold above that level,
indicating temporary support. The broader
technical set-up is weak as it is forming lower top-
lower bottom pattern below the red falling
trendline.

The Fed's policy-setting committee will meet on
Tuesday and Wednesday. A strong hawkish shift
could prompt another knee-jerk, downward
reaction in gold

RSI is mover lower at 41, indicating an increase in
negative momentum. The metal is likely to breach
45662 and decline till 44240 level. Maintain
bearish outlook for current week.
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SILVER - MCX (weekly)

On weekly basis, silver saw sharp decline of 3592
points to close at 6000 level. The metal witnessed
heavy selling in the latter half of last week to
decline lower by -5%. Positionally Silver is
exhibiting weakness after symmetrical Triangle
pattern breakdown on long term charts. Last week,
the metal violated its prior swing low of 61227 and
drifted lower. The metal formed a lower top after
breaching triangle pattern, indicating room for
more decline.

Technically, Silver is decisively in firm grip of bears

and has resumed its decline. RSI at 36 level is

indicating weak momentum. Maintain sell on rise

strategy till the metal manages to close decisively

above 65600 level. Maintain bearish bias in silver

future.
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CRUDE OIL - MCX (daily)

Crude Oil price gained 164 points to close higher at
5291 on weekly basis . Price breached its prior
swing high of 5173 decisively, turning the short
term trend bullish. The price also breached the
falling trend-line drawn from the 52 week high of
5733 level. The prior resistance levels would
reverse their role as supports. Now 5173-5160
zone will acting as strong supports.

Crude oil price rise was supported by lower supply
concerns and higher demand outlook. Crude oil
prices extended gains on slower output recovery in
the Gulf of Mexico from the impact of the three-
week-old Hurricane Ida.

RSI oscillator inched higher at 59. The commodity
is gaining some positive momentum and is likely to
challenge its prior swing high of 5524. Maintain
buy on dips view with a SL of 5140 for long
positions.
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DISCLAIMER

Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (CIN-U67120MH1997PTC110873) and its affiliates are a full-service, brokerage, investment banking, investment management, and financing
group. Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (LMSPL) along with its affiliates are participants in virtually all securities trading markets in India. LMSPL was established in 1997 and is
one of India's leading brokerage and distribution house. LMSPL is a corporate trading member of Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE), National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE),
MCX Stock Exchange Limited (MCX-SX). LMSPL along with its subsidiaries offers the most comprehensive avenues for investment sand is engaged in the businesses including stock
broking (Retail), commodity broking, depository participant, insurance broking and services rendered in connection with distribution of primary market issues and financial products like
mutual funds, fixed deposits.

LMSPL is registered under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014. LMSPL hereby declares that it has not defaulted with any stock exchange nor its activities were suspended by any
stock exchange with whom it is registered in last five years.

LMSPL offers research services to clients as well as prospects. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views
about the subject company or companies and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or
views expressed in this report.

Other disclosures by Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (Research Entity) and its Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 with reference to the subject
company(s) covered in this report-:

LMSPL or its associates may have financial interest in the subject company.

Research Analyst or his/her relative’s financial interest in the subject company. (NO)

LMSPL or its associates and Research Analyst or his/her relative’s does not have any material conflict of interest in the subject company. The research Analyst or research entity (LMSPL)
have not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.

LMSPL or its associates may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of
Research Report. Research Analyst or his/her relatives have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding
the date of publication of Research Report:(NO)
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DISCLAIMER
LMSPL or its associates may have received compensation for products or services other than investment banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12
months. LMSPL or its associates may have received any compensation or other benefits from the Subject Company or third party in connection with the research report. Subject
Company may have been client of LMSPL or its associates during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report and LMSPL may have co-managed public
offering of securities for the subject company in the past twelve months.

The research Analyst has served as officer, director or employee of the subject company: (NO)

LMSPL and/or its affiliates may seek investment banking or other business from the company or companies that are the subject of this material. Our salespeople, traders, and other
professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein, and our
proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that may be inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. In reviewing these materials, you
should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest including but not limited to those stated herein. Additionally,
other important information regarding our relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of this material is provided herein. This report is not directed to, or
intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject LMSPL or its group companies to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. Specifically, this document does not constitute an offer to or solicitation to any U.S. person for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official
confirmation of any transaction to any U.S. person. Unless otherwise stated, this message should not be construed as official confirmation of any transaction. No part of this document
may be distributed in Canada or used by private customers in United Kingdom. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to
LMSPL. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written
permission of LMSPL . All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or registered trademarks of LMSPL or its Group Companies. The information
contained herein is not intended for publication or distribution or circulation in any manner whatsoever and any unauthorized reading, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is prohibited unless otherwise expressly authorized. Please ensure that you have read “Risk Disclosure Document for Capital Market and Derivatives Segments” as
prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India before investing in Indian Securities Market. In so far as this report includes current or historic information, it is believed to be
reliable, although its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.


